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Introduction and disclaimers…
Thank you for reading my eBook on “How to make a blog
that sells”. In this eBook I will give the many reasons why 95% of
blogs fail, how to make build a blog, how to make money from
your blog and more.
Throughout this book you will learn how to…
•
•
•
•
•

Why blogs do not succeed
How to build a blog using Wordpress
How to drive traffic to your blog
Building a relationship with your readers
How to make money from your blog

And more…
As I try to assure the accuracy of this eBook there is no
certainty that it will always be accurate. If you happen to see any
inaccurate information due to the reason that the information is
outdated feel free to send me an email
As I offer this eBook for free I am offering you the
opportunity to sell the eBook for cash. If you’re interested in
selling this eBook for cash, you can go head and jump to my
reseller page.
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Why 95% of bloggers blogs do not succeed…
Many people start a blog not knowing a darn thing to do. I’ve
seen blogs that become updated once every month some every
six months… But even worst, blogs that only create five or six
posts and you never hear from the blogger again.
There is also a person that creates a blog on a topic they
know absolutely nothing about (bad mistake) and end up horribly
failing because their content is garbage. Then there are people
who create a blog but fail to connect with their readers and their
readers disappear along with their traffic.
The truth behind the story is… It’s not because they
cannot succeed, it’s because they fail to succeed. The 95% of the
blogs that do fail is just out of pure laziness or lack of knowledge.
Blogging is a serious topic and if you want to make money
worth wild you got to put in the right amount of time and effort.
But trust me, it can be done. A lot of the time it’s not even
because people are lazy of lacked a bit of knowledge, it’s that
they fail to understand how much work blogging is. Blogging is
consistent. If you look at successful bloggers like Carl Ocab,
Darren Rowse and others you’ll see that they post at least three
posts per week. This is why it’s important to blog about
something you love and you’re passionate about.
Don’t worry though. If you’re passionate about what you do
and you follow this eBook as explained, you will become a very
successful blogger and be in the top 5% of us successful
bloggers.
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Deciding your niche – What you’re going to blog about
Deciding your niche is possibly one of the most important
factors when it comes to running a successful blog. Why?
Because your niche is the whole existence of your site! It’s your
topic, it’s your idea, and it’s your blog! So it’s very important to
find a topic you can write fluently about at least two or three times
a week.
Look at me, my niche is website tips to be more detailed I
blog about making money online, affiliate marketing, SEO,
blogging and more. This is something I’m passionate about. I
wrote a 33 page eBook just on gaining traffic. 33 pages!
Pick a topic that you can teach. If you are still stuck on the
limb trying to find out something why try to teach others about it?
It’s like when people try to explain to you how to make money but
yet they’re not making any money.
Sometimes I find it best to follow a list when picking a topic
•
•
•
•

Are you knowledgeable in your topic?
How popular is your topic?
How passionate about your topic are you?
Is this something you can blog about frequently?

Remember, your niche is very important and it can make or
break your site. I really suggest taking some time and thinking
about this one. Deciding a major decision like this is something
that should take some days to think over.
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Choosing your hosting company – Hosting your blog
Many hosting companies support Wordpress which is the
default software that blogs run off of. But really it’s about
having a host that fits best for you right? Well if you ask me I
suggest going with Justhost. Why? Justhost offers unlimited
space along with a free domain first of all, they offer top notch
24/7 friendly support and they even will install Wordpress for
you. Signing up for Justhost is wonderful because they take
care of everything. If you want to know more read my pimped
out article about Justhost here.
Installing Wordpress
Installing Wordpress is easy. There is always the simple way
(View video)
Or…
You download the Wordpress file folder and upload to your root
directory using your default FTP program. (Learn about FTP)
Then going to www.yourdomain.com/blog/wp-admin (If installed
correctly)
If both ways are difficult for you, hosting with Justhost the
friendly support will do it for you free (:
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Choosing your blogs design
Even though this does not seem like an arguable nor
important matter it is. Choosing your blogs design is very
important. I find it to be each blog template is unique for each
bloggers needs.
Rob recommends…
I suggest going to WooThemes who offer premium Wordpress
templates for a friendly fee of $70
Or…
Using Kidbloggers “Ultimate Wordpress Theme” (Read review
here)
Now I personally like this theme because it is optimized to making
money and getting the most out of your blogs space and your
RSS readers.
Blogging themes are unique so chose them wisely. Overall my
best pick would have to be the Ultimate Wordpress Theme which
I’m running now. The reason I am so attached to this theme is
because it gives you Ad optimization (More ads in popular
sections of your site), SEO friendly, enhanced to build RSS
readers and it’s all about making money!
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Generating quality content– The Importance of it
The importance of quality content

Many people often try to rush and publish an article and it turns out to be
rubbish! You cannot do this in today's Internet society. People come to your
site and they expect to see a well written article, but if they come and see a
article with rubbish then chances are they're not going to read it and they're
NOT going to come back. So today I will teach you how the importance of a
quality article and even HOW-TO write a quality written article if you don't
know how. Heck, I'll even give you a couple pointers on increasing your
readers with some good writing tips (:
Why good content is important
Good content is important because when people come to read your article
they want to know the information about it! That's why it's important to go in
depth with your articles. Content is what can make or break your traffic and
even your site. You can spend thousands of dollars paying for advertising
and ad words to get traffic to your site, but that will mean nothing if you’re
content isn't good. Especially if you’re having first time visitors on your site,
if they come to your site and see your articles are either copied or just
complete rubbish 99% of your new visitors you won't see again. Bye bye…
Nonetheless, good content builds your reputability and how people
perceive you as a webmaster. I receive a bit over 300-400 emails weekly
with people asking me questions either about my site or a niche relating to
what I talk about. The reason for this is because I write quality content and
people see that! Therefore, they ask me questions because they know I'll
provide them with the correct in-depth information they want. Know if I
wrote an article with only two or three paragraphs and it contained nothing
that benefited the visitor chances are they won't be emailing me asking me
a question.
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Good content equals cash
I wrote a article on my blog titled "Is your content selling?" in that article I
explained if you write quality content the money will follow (If you take the
right steps). Now say you're a part of a affiliate program and you wanted to
earn some cash off of a product. You decide to take the wise road and
write a article about it. BUT… Your article is garbage, bad title, no reasons
why you should by this product or how it will benefit you or anything good to
convince your reader that they should buy this product. So, why would
someone by the product you’re referring if you give them no good reasons
to? I'm telling you, it's about quality!
Oh my god, I've just realized my content is bad.. What should I do?
As I always say it's better to fix your mistakes than ignore your mistakes. If
you realize that the article you've been writing are not well written it's okay
as long as you take the time to correct your mistakes. Go ahead and find
the article(s) that you need to re-edit and go ahead and make them juicier!
Of course you've probably lost a good amount of traffic but at least you can
stop yourself from losing anymore. This can even benefit you. How so? If
your previous readers come back to your site and see that you've corrected
your mistakes and made your article juicier and well written and continue to
do so with your future and recent posts they'll start thinking more highly of
you. Because you took the time to FIND your mistakes and FIX your
mistakes instead of just IGNORING them.
I don't know how to write a "Quality" article.. Teach me?
You'll be surprised how easy it is to actually write a quality article.
Remember you don't have to be a grammar wiz to be able to write a good
article. Hey, look at me I'm not the best at writing but I still know enough to
put together a well written article.
1: Keep basic grammar skills such as...
•

Spelling - Make sure your spelling is correct. If you have trouble try
writing your article in Google Docs, Microsoft word or a default text
editor with spelling correction in it.
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•

•

Organized - Keep your content organized don't talk about one subject
then fade into another. If you’re going to do so change the
paragraphs.
Punctuation - Don't confuse your readers with simple mistakes like
"Theyre when it should be they're" make sure they know what you’re
talking about. Don't use BIG words but don't use SMALL words either
- Don't use humongous words such as "Today feels like a incessant
day" this will confuse your readers. Don't use small words either such
as "Lol omg, today was fab" Not everyone is familiar with the
shortened words.

I keep my articles simple so they can be read by the average reader.

2: Know what your readers, know your niche
Know which audience you are targeting. From Internet marketers to stay at
home moms. Make sure you know which audience you are reaching out to.
Knowing your niche is VERY important because that determines your
audience. Focus on your niche, if you write about making money online
write about how to make money online! Don't write about Which T.V I
should pick out for a birthday present.
I suggest when you pick a niche make sure it's something you can
constantly write about and you know about. You can't expect to make a site
about making money online if you don't make money online your own self!
It doesn't make since. If you’re running a website makes your niche is
something you can write something fresh and influential about at least once
every two weeks. If your running a blog makes sure you can write about it
at least two or three times weekly!
Sometimes you need to go on the limb and branch your niche out. Like me,
I talk about Website tips, making money online, affiliate marketing, blogging
and search engine optimization / traffic those are a lot of different niches
but they all relate to one thing Internet marketing. So sometimes it does not
hurt to go out on the long road and pick more than one topic. Just make
sure you can write about it.
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If you’re having trouble learning about your niche or determining your niche
I suggest you check out Lisa's article about finding which niche is best for
you.
3: Keep your readers interested
If you want to keep your readers coming back keep them interested in what
you write about! Don't just write a five paragraph article just rambling.. The
average reader does not take the time to read the whole article but they
analyze for key factors of your article. This is why it's good to use ordered
list to help get across and emphasize the importance of what you’re talking
about. Using basic headers h1, h2, h3, h4 and the bold option are very
good ways to help readers understand your point. For example, each time I
get ready to switch to a new subject or branch off I always select a header
tag to let readers know that this is the next subject I'm talking about.
4: Keep your readers reading!
If you have another article related to the one they're reading about find
some way to link it into your article! This keeps your readers reading your
content and gives you a better traffic ranking!
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Optimizing your blog
Your theme makes all the more difference
Remember when your parents said “first impressions are everything”
well that is very true. The first impression of your blog is the most
important. If you cannot attract the average reader to be engaged with your
site for more than a minute, chance is you can say bye to them.
Chose a theme that fits your niche, or that is suitable for you. Take
your time though. Often most well worth having themes are paid for and
you don’t want to spend hundreds of dollars on different themes because
you did not want to take the time to find the right one.
Choosing the plug-ins that will give the most out of your blog
What is a plug-in? A plug-in is a program that enhances the
functions of the main program. In this case our blog’s main program is
Wordpress and to enhance the functionality of Wordpress, we use different
programs which are developed by individuals or companies other than that
which created the program.
Plug-ins usually differs to the specific meets of the blogger. Even
though Wordpress is already optimized pretty well there are nothing like
some good essential plug-ins to help make the most out of your blogging
experience.
Optimize your blog for email subscription and RSS
This is a must have essential for your blog. Allowing people to
subscribe to get email updates every blog post you make. And get RSS
feeds to your blog.
You can sign up for this free service by using Feed burner
Now also take in mind the percentile of people who visit your blog
that do not know about RSS. Give them an alternative such as weekly
emails? A great email marketing service I like using is Aweber. (Read
article here)
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Gaining traffic to your blog
Something everybody seems to struggle with at one point of time in
their career. Here are some simple but effective ways to gain traffic to your
blog…
Blog commenting
Find a popular blog in your niche and drop a good comment along with
linking back to your site. This technique has been proven to be very
effective of mine and works well.
Social networks
Share your website through Twitter, Myspace, Facebook, Youtube, Digg
and all the big social networking sites out there. Keep your list evergrowing! You can check out my article about promoting your site with
Social networking sites here.
Forum marketing
Find and participate in a popular forum in your topic area. Promote your
website through your signature and be active. Remember the more posts
you post the more your site is being promoted.
Submit your article
Submit your articles to sites like Ezine articles. If you get your article
accepted into an article directory like that. Guaranteed good traffic (:
Want more tips? You can purchase 20 web traffic tips eBoook for only
$7.00 and gain the effective tips I along with many other webmasters used
to market their site. (Click image below to purchase eBook)
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Building a relationship with your readers
Something you will learn in the art of blogging is your readers are
your money. The reason being is because your readers are the ones who
are going to buy your products, and are concerned with what you have to
say.
Readers are of value to you. They took the time to subscribe to you
so you need to take the time to keep them subscribed. Below I’m going to
name several reasons why readers are of importance to you...
1. They like your work therefore it is a higher chance they will purchase
something you like
2. They’re your consistent traffic – Every time you release a article,
they’ll want to read it
3. They’ll link back to you if they have a site – Chances are high if your
readers have a site they will link back to you since they like your
content
Now it’s important you keep your readers and keep a connection with
them… As I said before, they took the time to subscribe to you need to take
the time to keep them subscribed. Now you’re probably wondering what
some effective ways to keep subscribers subscribed are…
Sending emails – Send an email to all your subscribers saying thanks
for subscribing and asking them what would you like to improve? – Keep
your emails personal keep the human in your emails. If your email appears
“computerized” it will show know importance to your readers because
you’re not caring enough to contact them individually.
Asking questions – Asking questions to your readers are good, because
it shows that you care about their opinion and what they’ve got t o say. –
Send out weekly or monthly questions to your readers asking them some
questions such as, how can I improve as a blogger? What more would you
like to see in my site? Etc…
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Making money with your blog – A must read for new bloggers
Bloggers most loved subject - making money. Making money from
your blog can be as easy as you want. Even though it still requires work,
with a blog and the right plug-ins it will be all the easier.
Google AD Sense
Google AD sense has been the gateway to revenue for many
successful bloggers. Google AD sense is simple as placing an AD on your
site and earning money each time someone clicks it. The amount of money
you earn can really be determined on the amount of targeted traffic coming
to your site.
Private Advertising
One of my personal favorites is selling Ads from the comforts of your
web page. I earn a significant amount of revenue from selling advertising
space from my website.
Don’t be fooled though. Nowadays people who are willing to advertise
on your site can seek out the “juicy” sites to the “non-juicy”. If your site does
not bring in at least 500-1,000 page views daily I wouldn’t suggest selling
Ads.
Assuming you bring in this amount of traffic or are willing to sell Ads
from the comfort of your site I suggest using OIO-Publisher which is a great
Wordpress plug-in that allows you to sell ads from your blog. Read my
review about OIO-Publisher here.
Paid reviews
Being a blogger, writing is in your blood. It’s a passion, a desire a
must. So why not write for cash? Reviewing another site similar to yours
and stating the pros and cons of it for revenue? It’s that easy. A great
money earner is Reviewme which allows you to do sponsored reviews of
others sites and get paid $20-200.00 per review!
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Affiliate marketing
Affiliate marketing must have to be my biggest income earner
right there. Referring products and receiving a commission each time
someone buys a product? That’s nice isn’t it?
Affiliate marketing is a great way to increase revenue towards
your blog. (Read about Affiliate marketing)
Offer your services
A blog is a great way to show off your talent. Maybe you’re an
expert coder. Showcase some of the work you’ve done and offer your
services to others. There is people who earn a full time living just
from freelance services, so why can’t you?
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Additional must haves for a successful blog
Google Webmaster Tools – Improve your website with great
Webmaster tools such as keyword checkers, how effective is your
keywords, Meta data and more.
Google Analytics – Keep track of which visitors come to your site,
where your site ranks and more with Google Analytics.
Ten more professional Wordpress Plug-ins
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Give yourself 31 days to dramatically
improve your blog…

Okay so you’ve made it this far
why stop? If you’re a blogger looking to
see dramatic changes in your blog I
suggest signing up for the 31 days to
build a better blog challenge.
Darren Rowse from Problogger
gives you 31 days with 31 different
tasks to do that will show dramatic
improvement from your blog. To them
whom do not know of Darren Rowse he is the founder of
Problogger which is one of the most successful blogging sites on
the web when it comes to information about running a blog.

You can learn more about the 31 days to build a better blog
challenge here. Or… You can simply go ahead and purchase the
book for $19.95 along with me and 14,000 other bloggers who
wants to dramatically improve their blog. Are you up for the
challenge?
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Download this eBook (Free)
Would you like to take this eBook on the road and read it when
ever? Maybe print it out and enjoy it while drinking a nice cup of
coffee.
Whatever the situation is you’re entitled to download this book for
free.
By downloading this book you agree to the following…
• You are not able to resell this
• You are not able to claim ownership
• If you would like to resell this book please purchase the
reseller license.
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Stay in touch
I hope you enjoyed the eBook I’ve prepared for you and rest
assure their will be more to come in the future (:
Don’t forget to stay connected with me online you can stay
connected with me by using the following information:
Visit my websites @
Robswebtips[Dot]Com – Website
Robswebtips[Dot]Net – Blog
Connect with me socially @
Robswebtips – Twitter
Rammuny@live.com – Email me
If you like this eBook don’t forget to spread the word by sending
people to Robswebtips[Dot]Com. Also send me a tweet on twitter
telling me what you think!
Copyright
Copyright 2009 – present Robswebtips[Dot]Com – All rights
reserved
Book as been written and published by: Bilal Rammuny; Author of
Robswebtips Inc.
Continue to the next page to see how you can resell this book for
cash
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Resell this book and keep the profits!
Do you have a website that targets bloggers and would like product sell?
If so, I’ll grant you full reseller rights to this book for a onetime fee of $14.95
and you keep all the profits!
All you do is upload the .pdf file to your web server and when someone
orders your book you can simply send them to your link.
Sell as many copies of this book as you want for whatever price you want
all for the onetime fee of $14.95
Note: You are allowed to give away this book free if you would like. If you
would like to sell this book for profits please purchase the reseller rights.
Please read the resell terms and conditions if you wish on purchasing this
book.

Resell terms and conditions
Robswebtips.com does not assume responsibility for customers who have
trouble downloading or accessing this product.
It is illegal to sell this book if you have not purchased the reseller license for
$10.00. Violators will be prosecuted.
The onetime fee of $14.95 is non-refundable
By purchasing this license fee you agree to the terms and conditions
Continue to the next page to see the bonuses you’ll receive…
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By purchasing the reseller rights you will also receive two
professional Wordpress themes that cost over $140.00, advertising plug-ins
that optimizes your blog for success!

Why are you still reading this! Go purchase the reseller license now!
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